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As a part of the comprehensive planning process land use and 

development patterns are studied to project out the Town of 

Cumberland’s vision for how the Town will grow during the 20 year 

period.  This vision becomes the Town’s policy on growth and 

development.  This chapter will look at what the growth will look like 

and how to ensure it occurs in an intelligent and responsible 

manner. 

The Comprehensive Plan Steering Committee developed the 

Future Land Use Map through public input.  This map will guide 

decisions for land use changes.  Land use proposals inconsistent 

with this plan will trigger the need to amend the Comprehensive 

Plan if the Town deems the change to be appropriate.   

Jurisdictional issues create a major challenge in creating a unified 

land use vision for Cumberland.  Cumberland is part of the UniGov 

system in Indianapolis and all planning and zoning approvals go 

through the City of Indianapolis.  It is recommended that the Town 

of Cumberland work with Indianapolis staff to incorporate this 

comprehensive plan into their plan for the Cumberland area.  In 

Hancock County, planning for areas of common interest needs to 

be coordinated as well.  Coordination within both should not be 

limited to staff coordination.  Coordination for land use decisions 

needs to occur at a legislative level.   

Future Land Use 

Community Assets 

Cumberland is fortunate to have many community assets that it can 

build upon over the 20 year study period.  The most notable is the 

Town’s Historic National Road heritage.  The Historic National 

Road (East Washington Street/US 40) runs through the center of 

Cumberland.  Its presence transformed Cumberland from a strictly 

agricultural community to a transportation hub for travelers on their 

way to/from Indianapolis.  The road and later railroad allowed 
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greater access to Indianapolis.  This heritage can still be seen in 

Old Town with its historic residential and commercial buildings and 

the numerous outbuildings and barns still seen just off the Road.  

The Historic National Road today doesn’t see the traffic it once did, 

but it is still a major east-west arterial that carries over 20,000 

Average Daily Trips (ADT).  This corridor is a high priority for 

redevelopment and new development.   

The corridor’s presence in both Marion and Hancock Counties, 

especially within the Town’s corporate limits must be unified and 

development over the next 20 years must be coordinated and 

consistent.  Cross-jurisdictional cooperation will be essential in 

making this happen.  Cumberland’s vision is for a mixed use 

corridor with multi-modal transportation access.  The portion of the 

corridor in Marion County should be developed with a transit 

oriented focus.  The Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is 

currently working on plans for rapid bus and potentially light rail 

transportation along the corridor.  Currently IndyGo terminates in 

the Meijer parking lot.  These transportation networks, in addition to 

the Cumberland Pennsy Trail, should be maximized to reduce the 

community’s dependence on the automobile.  Redevelopment in 

this section of the corridor should be in accordance with the 

Cumberland Historic Conservation District Guidelines1 and for those 

properties not within the conservation district should be developed 

so as to complement the Historic Conservation District.  A key 

transition area has been identified at the intersection of Carroll 

Road and East Washington Street (US 40). 

The Cumberland Pennsy Trail and the Solar System Model are 

noteworthy as well.  The Cumberland Pennsy Trail is a three (3) 

mile stretch of trail located along the abandoned Pennsylvania 

Railroad right-of-way.  The trail is for multi-modal use and will 

eventually connect to the Indianapolis Cultural Trail and the Pennsy 

Trail in Greenfield.  The Pennsy Trail is part of the National Road 

Heritage Trail, will run from Richmond to Terre Haute.  Along the 

                                                           
1 Cumberland Historic Conservation Design Guidelines, IHPC, adopted Dec. 2005 
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trail is a scale model of the Solar System, with the sun located at 

German Church Road.  The model is built at a 1:1 Billion scale.  

Each planet has an interpretive sign with interesting facts and 

figures.  These signs were developed to meet state testing 

requirements.   

Buck Creek is another important asset for Cumberland.  Buck 

Creek has a wide floodway running along its banks.  This area 

should be preserved as greenway through the length of the creek 

within the study area.  A component of the greenway should include 

a multi-use trail. 

Cumberland’s location is another important asset worth 

highlighting.  Cumberland is just minutes from both I-465 and I-70 

making it ideal for business development as well as further 

residential growth.  The Town’s proximity to downtown Indianapolis 

and the Indianapolis airport further defines its presence in the 

region. 

Diversification 

Looking forward to 2030, Cumberland’s economy should be 

diversified.  A niche should be identified for the Town and economic 

development initiatives should promote the niche area.  

Cumberland’s location gives it a central location that could be 

appropriate for medical uses.  Cumberland is somewhat centrally 

located between Community Hospital East, Community Hospital 

North, and Hancock Regional Hospitals.  US HWY 40 and Mt. 

Comfort Road might be an ideal location for a new hospital and/or 

medical complex.   

The Town of Cumberland also sees technology as a key element 

to creating further diversification of the economy.  Technology 

advances practically on a daily basis.  The Future Land Use Map 

promotes high tech jobs.  To get technology driven uses, the Town 

will need to develop its technology infrastructure including 

broadband to recruit these types of businesses.   

Cumberland needs to 

diversify its tax base, by 

creating a niche in the 

marketplace.  Life Science 

and Technology should be 

investigated as possible 

niche areas. 
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An educated workforce will be important to recruiting these types 

of businesses and others that can diversify the town’s economy.  

Cumberland does not have a school in Town.  Students attend 

classes in one of three (3) schools districts (MSD of Warren 

Township, Mt. Vernon Community School Corporation, Southern 

Hancock County School Corporation) depending on which township 

they live in.  A charter school or cooperative venture to bring higher 

education learning opportunities to the Town could advance the 

Town’s human capital to the level necessary to attract these types 

of businesses. 

 

Survey Results 

An open house was held on May 14, 2010 to obtain public 

comments.  Approximately 30 individuals were in attendance.  In 

general, responders are in favor of multi-modal transportation, 

including more trails and sidewalks in addition to more shopping 

and restaurants.  There was also consensus that new development 

should be located near existing development and infrastructure.  

Historic preservation, strict architectural standards, and 

environmentally friendly development also received high marks.  

For a full list of questions and results, refer to Appendix A. 

Transit use received surprising scores.  The IndyGo bus services 

Cumberland through the Washington Street line, which ends in 

Meijer’s parking lot.  This is one of the most used lines in the 

system.  Those that attended at the open house, though, do not 

use the bus on a regular basis favoring their vehicles as an easier 

mode of transportation.  As long as it is more convenient to use 

vehicles to travel, other modes will be less popular for commuting 

to work or taking care of business. 

New Urbanism & Smart Growth 

Cumberland is incorporating many of the fundamental practices 

associated with New Urbanism and Smart Growth into this 

New Urbanism 

 Livable, walkable streets  

 Housing choices to serve 
people of diverse ages 
and income levels. 

 Reduction in automobile 
use to get to schools and 
other destinations by 
walking, biking, and 
transit. 

 Buildings designed at a 
human scale to define 
and bring life to streets 
and public spaces. 

 

 

 

When asked what they wanted to 

see more of, restaurants were the 

most popular response. 

Restaurants

Trails

sidewalks

shopping
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comprehensive plan to guide future growth and development.  New 

Urbanism and Smart Growth practices promote preserving what a 

community has and build upon existing transportation corridors to 

reduce urban sprawl.  These patterns promoted communities that 

could sustain themselves. 

New Urbanism first became popular in the 1980’s and focuses on 

urban design principles that promote walkable communities.  The 

idea is to design communities around existing transportation 

infrastructure to create a more sustainable community and reduce 

sprawl.  The movement promotes regional planning for open space, 

transportation networks, and balancing growth.   

Similarly, Smart Growth is based on 10 guiding principles that 

promote compact and mixed use development, stakeholder and 

community participation, preservation of open space and farmland, 

and walkable neighborhoods to name a few.  Smart Growth also 

includes urban design principles, but focuses on urban planning 

and transportation policy.  It also encourages community 

involvement, creating sense of place and protecting environmental 

resources. 

Whatever you call it, as growth occurs within the study area it is 

important to make sure it is sustainable, in that it does not put 

financial demands on the Town it cannot meet.   

Future Land Use Map 

The future land use map, Exhibit 5-2, was developed by the 

steering committee over a period of months.  The map depicts the 

20 year vision for Cumberland.  The map shows residential 

development primarily in the form of single family homes, 

commercial development, mixed use development, and industrial 

development.   

Residential development will generally follow traditional residential 

growth patterns.  The state of the economy in 2010 may contribute 

to slow residential growth, but as with everything the ebb and flow 

Principles of Smart Growth 

1. Mixed-Use 

2. Compact Building 

Design 

3. Range of housing 

opportunities & 

choices 

4. Walkable 

Neighborhoods 

5. Strong Sense of Place 

6. Preserve open space, 

farmland, and critical 

environmental areas 

7. Direct development 

toward existing 

communities 

8. Variety of 

Transportation choices 

9. Predictable, fair and 

cost effective 

development 

decisions. 

10. Community & 

Stakeholder 

participation 
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will bring a return to residential development.  These new 

neighborhoods should provide adequate open space, vehicular 

connectivity, and pedestrian infrastructure and amenities.  The 

theme for residential development shall be connectivity.   

Multi-family development is shown primarily in the form of 

condominiums and townhomes.  Residential diversity is important.  

If the Town is going to recruit new jobs, there have to be homes for 

the workers.  It is important to provide diverse home choices so 

residents can live and work in the community as well as mature in 

the community.  The needs of young professionals can be different 

from that of the average family or the aging Baby Boomers.  For 

instance, baby boomers might care more about access to 

healthcare whereas young professionals might be more concerned 

about proximity to dining and nightlife. 

Commercial development is broken out between retail/general 

commercial and office.  Office development is shown primarily 

along the Mt. Comfort Road corridor.  Technology jobs are shown 

near the intersection of US HWY 40 and Mt. Comfort.  Commercial 

development near the town’s existing boundaries is thought to be at 

the neighborhood commercial level while regional commercial uses, 

like individual retailers over 50,000 square feet, would be located 

closer to Mt. Comfort Road.   

Industrial development is concentrated near the I-70 and Mt. 

Comfort Road interchange.  This area would be suitable for light 

industrial, flex space, and other industries that are wholly contained 

within the building.   

The future land use map identifies new designations for Mixed Use 

and a Town Center, which will be discussed further below. 
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Exhibit 5-2  Future Land Use Map  
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Healthy Design 

Almost fifty percent of Americans have a chronic disease.  The 

Center for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) identifies heart 

disease, stroke, cancer, obesity, and arthritis as chronic diseases.  

The CDC recommends physical activity as a preventative measure 

for each of these diseases.  While physical activity is not a cure or 

sure fire way to keep from contracting one of these diseases, 

studies have shown the benefits it provides.  What do chronic 

disease and land use have to do with each other?  More than you 

might think. 

Over the last five years, there has been a movement to create 

healthy communities.  A healthy community is defined differently by 

various organizations but the overriding theme is a community with 

amenities for people that encourage a high quality of life and an 

active lifestyle.  The obesity rate continues to increase in the United 

States.  Communities aware of the health concerns of their 

residents have implemented programs and infrastructure that 

promotes an active life style.        

Cumberland desires to have a healthy community legacy.  The Trail 

and Connections Plan, part of the Connections 2025 Plan, for 

Cumberland recommends sidewalks in all new developments and 

promotes the construction of a trail along Buck Creek that will 

stretch north almost to I-70 and south to the Cumberland Pennsy 

Trail.  The Cumberland Pennsy Trail and Buck Creek Trail provide 

the backbone to the town’s trail network.  Sidewalks and 

neighborhood spurs can provide additional connections to the 

overall trail network creating a connected pedestrian system that 

could take residents from one end of town to the other.  New 

developments connecting to the trail system should include 

amenities like bike racks and benches to further encourage the use 

of bicycling or walking instead of driving.  This plan also 

encourages open space be provided near these trail connections to 

provide an active and/or passive place for residents to go.  Exhibit 

5-3 shows the Town’s parks and trails. 
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Children should be provided with sidewalks connecting them to 

their schools.  While Cumberland’s school aged children do not go 

to school in Cumberland, schools adjacent to the Town’s 

boundaries (existing and planned) should connect to the 

Community.  Cumberland and the City of Indianapolis should 

partner in a Safe Routes to School initiative for students who live in 

Cumberland.  Walking School buses have become a popular 

initiative where parent volunteers walk a group of students to 

school. 

Healthy design also should include measures to address safety 

perceptions.  One of the challenges keeping people from getting 

active is safety.  There is a perception about safety along trails and 

certain areas within a community.  It is important to implement 

measures to make users feel safe and inviting when using a trail or 

other bicycle/walking facility.  For example, soft scenery with 

landscaping or natural plantings can work well.  Whenever 

possible, separating pedestrians from vehicles is recommended.  

Typically a five (5) foot landscape buffer is recommended.  This 

also provides traffic calming.   

Cumberland should adopt a complete streets policy.  Complete 

streets look at the entire street network, including areas used by 

bicycles and pedestrians, to ensure streets are designed for all 

users and not just the vehicle.  Complete streets include things like 

sidewalks, bike lanes, and wide shoulders, plenty of crosswalks, 

pedestrian refuges, bus pullouts, bus lanes, raised crosswalks, 

audible pedestrian signals, and sidewalk bump-outs.  Communities 

like Bloomington have begun to develop these policies.   

Healthy Design puts people at the center of planning.  It means 

creating destinations for people to go to, getting people active, and 

having safe ways to get to these destinations without having to get 

in your car.  Cumberland should pursue partnerships with local 

colleges and universities to provide health fairs and clinics.  

Physical activities could be pursued through partnerships with the 

YMCA and other fitness professionals to promote activity. 

Healthy Community 

Recommendations 

 Require sidewalks 

and trails in new 

developments 

 Conduct a 

Walkability  Audit 

 Adopt a Healthy 

Communities 

policy 

 Adopt a Complete 

Streets Policy 

 Partner with City 

of Indianapolis 

and MSD of 

Warren Township 

on a Safe Routes 

to School Project 

 Look into and 

possibly apply for 

funding through 

Action 

Communities for 

Health, 

Innovation, and 

Environmental 

Change 

(ACHIEVCE), a 

CDC program. 

 Create 

Destinations 

residents and 

visitors can walk 

to 
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Place Matters 

Webster’s Dictionary defines place as “a region; an area; a building 

or location used for a special purpose.”  Place as a function of the 

community is exactly that a location, building, or area that has a 

purpose.  Places are where people gather.  It could be the popular 

restaurant for breakfast, a park, the farmers market, an open area 

that does not have a specific purpose, a sidewalk, or even a street.  

Place is important in developing a community, because you want to 

have destinations for people to go.  The future land use map shows 

that commercial uses are desired in certain corridors.  When 

appropriate, outdoor dining should be incorporated into new 

development and redevelopment.  Studies show that people like to 

sit at an outdoor café.  Outdoor cafes also bring vibrancy to the 

areas where they are located.    

Events can function as places.  The Cumberland Farmers Market is 

a great example of this.  The farmers market has entertainment on 

a regular basis bringing residents out not just to purchase their 

produce and goods from local farmers.  The farmers market is one 

of Cumberland’s great community assets.  Consideration should be 

given to expand the market.  In 2009, the Tuesday evening market 

began.  This is taking time to grow, but efforts should continue to 

build the evening market.  A winter market or special holiday 

market might be another consideration.  The Cumberland Arts 

Goes to Market event started in 2008 as a partnership between the 

Cumberland Farmers Market and the Cumberland First Baptist 

Church.  The event continues to grow as planning for the third 

annual festival begins.  Cumberland should continue to add more 

community events through the Parks Advisory Council, Farmers 

Market, and other partnerships. 

Parks also make great places.  Cumberland has three parks as of 

the time this plan was developed.  Each park provides unique 

amenities to users.  Most new subdivisions also include small 

pocket parks or passive open spaces that can be used.  The future 

“If you plan for cars 

and traffic, you get 

cars and traffic.  If 

you plan for people 

and places you get 

people and places.”  

– Project for Public 

Spaces 
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land use map shows the expansion of parks and trails over the next 

20 years.  The connections trails provide allow parks to be 

connected and more accessible to users.  New parks should be 

designed to provide unique amenities and create a destination for 

people to go.   

Mixed Use Designation 

Over the last decade there has been increased momentum in a 

movement to address the form of development, its design, over the 

specific uses.  This “new” style of development usually incorporates 

a mix of uses, including but not limited to residential and 

commercial uses.  Mixed use development is a key principle in the 

Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND), Livable 

Communities, New Urbanism, Smart Growth, and Transit Oriented 

Development (TOD) movements. Mixed use developments can 

bring residential and commercial uses together to create a walkable 

community.   

Under the current zoning standards planned unit development 

(PUD) zoning is the only way to create such a development.  These 

developments could have commercial and residential uses in their 

own designated area within the project or it could be a building or 

series of buildings with retail on the first floor and offices or 

residential uses in the upper stories.  The latter is a reflection of a 

traditional downtown.  These types of developments put an 

emphasis on the pedestrian. 

The human scale of mixed-use developments makes them feel new 

and lively, but in reality it is a return to traditional downtown and 

neighborhood development.  Almost every community has its 

central core with its locally owned businesses with residential uses 

in walking distance.  In some cases the buildings along “Main 

Street” included residences in the upper stories.  These mixed-use 

developments are considered walkable.  From the street you see 

buildings and people not a sea of parking.  There may be some 

parking on street, but parking is generally behind the buildings. 
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The big-box stores and large strip centers have a short design life, 

roughly ten (10) years.  Downtowns experience development fads 

of their own, like closing off the streets within a downtown to make 

it completely pedestrian accessible, but the overall design is 

showing to be timeless.  What makes a downtown work?  They are 

denser than most new neighborhoods with smaller lots, short 

blocks and located near commercial development and usually 

parks or similar amenities.  These are the same reasons many are 

drawn to live in the downtown area of a community.  It has 

character and vibrancy.  There is a destination to walk to.  Visually 

seeing people makes a community active and attractive.  

It is important to provide clear policies on the use of PUD and 

Mixed-Use zoning.  The purpose is not to get away from zoning 

standards that are disliked to develop a single use development 

that could have been constructed under residential districts.  The 

purpose of these districts is to allow flexibility in development so 

that a truly unique development can be created that will benefit the 

community.  A Mixed-Use zoning ordinance should focus on form 

and less on use to keep with its purpose.  Areas where PUD and 

Mixed-Use zoning districts are used should correspond with the 

future land use map.  Areas not shown as mixed use in the future 

land use map should be scrutinized to ensure that the development 

proposal is unique and fits the purpose of the requested district, 

that the allowance of such a district in an area called out for a 

single use will not have negative effects on the surrounding area 

and the character of the Town.  The future land use map uses 

mixed-use designations as a transition from different types of uses, 

like residential and commercial, and to create unique place making 

developments, like the Town Center. 

Transportation 

Cumberland’s transportation network plays a vital role in how the 

community develops.  Previously in this chapter complete streets 

and connectivity were discussed.   This section will continue those 

The purpose of 

Planned Unit 

Development and 

Mixed-Use 

districts is to 

allow flexibility in 

development so 

that a truly 

unique 

development can 

be created that 

will benefit the 

community. 

 

Areas where PUD 

and Mixed-Use 

zoning districts 

are used should 

correspond with 

the future land 

use map.   
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themes and also discuss transit opportunities and the thoroughfare 

plan. 

As a Historic National Road community, Cumberland has strong 

transportation roots.  The Town, as many across the country, has 

been affected by the advances of transportation over the last 

century.  Most noteable impacts have been brought on by the 

furtherance of railroads, interurbans, the Historic National Road, 

and the development of the interstate system.  As the town 

continues to grow, these modes of transportation continue to 

impact the Town. 

Cumberland adopted a new thoroughfare plan in 2006.  The 

Connections 2025 is the official thoroughfare plan and hereby part 

of this comprehensive plan.   

Buck Creek Road is classified as a secondary arterial and carries a 

moderate level of traffic.  The road was constructed as a rural road 

by Hancock County many years ago.  Buck Creek Road now 

functions as a major north-south thoroughfare.  The road has 2-90 

degree angle turns near Valley Brook Farms.  These intersections 

have clear sight concerns and it has previously been recommended 

that a roundabout should be considered at each of these turns.  

The intersection of Buck Creek Road and Washington Street (US 

40) has sight issues as well as you approach Washington Street 

from the north.  The road right-of-way is small along some portions 

of the road.  Cumberland’s thoroughfare plan recommends a 60-70 

foot right-of-way for urban secondary arterials.  Portions of Buck 

Creek are currently still in Hancock County, though this plan 

envisions the road in its entirety between Washington Street (US 

40) and I-70 becoming part of the Town within the next 20 years.  A 

joint effort between Hancock County and the Town to study Buck 

Creek Road should be conducted and the appropriate, context 

sensitive improvements resulting from the study implemented. 

The IndyGo bus system currently runs within a portion of 

Cumberland.  The east terminous of the Washington Street service 

During the Open 

House and Public 

Comment periods, 

there was an 

overwhelming 

response from the 

community for more 

trails and sidewalks. 
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is in the Meijer parking lot.  The Washington Street line runs to 

downtown Indianapolis and the airport.  The system does not 

currently run in Hancock County.  Hancock County does have on-

demand service available through the Hancock County Area 

Regional Transit. 

The Indy Connect Plan, currently under development by the 

Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization and Central 

Indiana Regional Transportation Authority, recommends ways to 

enhance transit opportunities and identify funding requirements.  

The plan shows and east-west corridor along Washington Street 

connecting Cumberland to the Indianapolis Airport.  Initially this will 

likely be a rapid bus system, but could eventually become a 

passenger rail corridor. 

 

Opportunities 

Heritage Tourism 

Cumberland’s National Road heritage could be leveraged to create 

a destination for travelers interested in the road’s past.  

Cumberland has a good stock of historic structures, several 

currently under renovation, including several outbuildings.  With the 

new streetscape on Washington Street there has been renewed 

interest in Cumberland.  Interpretive panels located in the Wayburn 

Pocket Park, along Washington Street, tell Cumberland’s story as 

well as that of the Historic National Road.  Tour groups have all 

ready stopped to see the panels and see Cumberland.   Tourism is 

a multi-billion dollar industry.  It brings jobs, new businesses, and 

higher property values.   

The National Main Street program focuses on a four point 

approach:  organization, promotions, design, and economic 

restructuring.  The Main Street approach has had proven success 

and is widely used around the Country, including Indiana.  

Cumberland previously had a Main Street Committee and its efforts 
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resulted in the historic conservation district and the E. Washington 

Street streetscape.  Organization is about bringing all the players 

together for a common vision and working together to gain 

consensus.  Promotion is about advertising, imaging, and special 

events.  Design addresses the aesthetics and maintenance of Main 

Street.  Economic restructuring is focused on recruiting new 

businesses and retaining existing ones.  Cumberland should 

consider reestablishing its Main Street Committee or utilizing the 

National Main Street model to develop a similar type organization to 

promote Old Town Cumberland. 

Additional points of interest include the Cumberland Pennsy Trail, 

part of the National Road Heritage Trail, which will eventually 

connect to Greenfield and Indianapolis along the abandoned 

Pennsylvania Railroad.  Cumberland’s three mile portion of the trail 

includes a scale model of the Solar System.  The model is 

designed at a 1:1 Billion scale with the Sun placed at German 

Church Road.  The interpretive signs include facts and graphics on 

each planet.  The material was developed to meet state testing 

guidelines.  To date, this is the only such model in Indiana. 

Technology 

Technology has become an important part of our life.  It is just as 

important in the life of a community.  Technology can bring 

economic opportunities, impact quality of life, and impact the way 

we do things.  This plan promotes a high quality of life for 

Cumberland and for some access to technology can make for a 

good quality of life.  Access to technology can also play a role in a 

community’s economy.  Over the last decade technology parks 

became popular.  Cumberland’s location and interstate access 

make it a viable option for similar industries that need the access to 

strong information technology infrastructure. 

Fiber optics is the way information is transmitted, while broadband 

width is the capacity the band can carry. Depending on the 

industry, there may be more importance placed on the broadband 
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width.  In order to have access to the information there must be a 

network of fiber optics.  

More businesses, especially small ones, need broadband access to 

operate competitively in the market. Many communities are 

constructing their own fiber optic networks to increase the 

broadband availability and options in their community.  

Chattanooga Tennessee is a leader in high speed broadband 

access.  The fiber is owned by the municipality and provides 

residents and businesses with 1Gbps broadband service.  For 

economic development purposes this may be something 

Cumberland should look into and even possibly partner with 

Hancock County.  Without the infrastructure, the Town cannot 

attract the high tech and research industries (high tech, life 

sciences) proposed in this plan. 

 

Town Center 

The intent of the Town Center district is to provide an extension of 

downtown Cumberland and create a place where residents can 

shop, dine, and work.  The town center district incorporates mixed 

use development.   

The proposed town center idea featured in this plan proposes a 

strong commercial core surrounded by an intricate trail network 

connecting the area and those adjacent to the center, at CR 700 W 

and US HWY 40.  The district could include retail, office, service, 

institutional (education, hospital, etc.) and residential uses.  Within 

the core residential uses should be in upper stories of buildings.  

Village greens and other types of open space should be featured, 

again using the open space and trails to connect the Town Center 

area and adjacent uses.  Images on the right show examples of 

Town Centers in other communities that might be appropriate. 

The purpose of the Town Center is to create a strong district that 

will create an identity for Cumberland, a sense of place that 

 

 

Richton Park, IL Town Center, 

plan prepared by Camiros 

 

McEwan Town Center, TN 

 

Proposed Town Center 
Cumberland, IN Future Land 
Use map  
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individuals can relate to and will want to be whether to live, work, or 

play.  The town center district will require further study.  This study 

and other special area plans will be found in Chapter 6 of this 

document. 

   

 

Cinnamon Shore Town Center, 

TX 


